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We have three make-up mirrors on offer for sale, each with significant pros and cons and with significant 
price differences. Naturally large orders attract significant discounts. We are also happy to do cross hiring 
with no charge for goods whilst in transit. Please feel free to call and discuss. 
 
STM Professional Mirror 
 
With this model we have solved the transport and maintenance issues of the 
older model. The STM mirror is a fully professional product designed for the 
rigors of touring.  
These retail for $2,500.00 incl GST 
 
 
Hollywood Classic 
 
The Australian Standard for 25 years, these robust mirrors have stood the test 
of time. 
The Hollywood Classic has been our Standby for 20 years but is high 
maintenance in regard to paint and damage. It comes with two Earth-leakaged 
GPOs on the front and has a bulb-holding compartment in the rear.  Features 
include full earth leakage isolation, two power outlets and separate bulb 
storage for access. 
Retails for $1,750.00 incl GST 
 
Glamour 
The less expensive "Glamour” model whilst absolutely fine is nowhere near as 
robust and primarily designed for owner users. The closed up case measures 
575mm wide x 410mm deep x 200mm high and weighs 13.5 kg unladen. The 
mirror area is 335mmx 400mm.  
 
Only $595.00 incl GST.  

	
 

Dimensions 
Code Width Depth Max. 

Height 
Weight Mirror  

STM Pro 95cm 25cm 80cm 20kg 52cm x 42cm 
Hollywood 
Classic 
Roadcased 

100cm 
 
100cm 

30cm 
 

35cm 

90cm 
 

100cm 

18kg 
 

30kg 

76cm x 57cm 

Glamour 
Mirror 

57cm 41cm 20cm 13.5kg 35cm x 40cm  

	


